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ABSTRACT
Both inquiry and simulation teaching methods are active teaching methods that used the
frame work of social constructivist teaching approach. This research was designed to examine the
combined effect of inquiry and computer simulation teaching chemistry on secondary students’
chemistry achievement and attitude towards chemistry. All secondary school students enrolled in
Finote Selam Town were the population of the study. From these all three secondary schools were
selected as a sample using compressive sampling technique. From the three schools 90 students were
sampled using stratified random sampling method and those randomly assigned to a controlled and
two experimental groups. Chemistry achievement test and attitude test were prepared to use as a
pretest and posttest. One-way ANOVA was used to analyze the data and from the data analysis, the
pretest result of both chemistry achievement (X, M=12.17, EG1, M=11.47, EG2, M=11.17, F=0.618,
P>0.05) and attitude test (X, M=2.86, EG1, M=2.74, EG2, M=2.85, F=1.008, P>0.05) were not
significantly different among the three groups. But there was significant difference in the posttest
result of the three groups (X, M=12.27, EG1, M=14.5, EG2, M=16.6, F=17.05, P<0.05) and attitude
test (X, M=2.83, EG1, M=3.24, EG2, M=4.04, F=39.8, P<0.05). From the data analysis inquirybased blended with simulation teaching method was better than both teacher center and simple
simulation method. [African Journal of Chemical Education—AJCE 12(1), January 2022]
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INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
Education is a very socially oriented activity and traditionally quality of education has been
related with strong teachers having high degrees of personal contact with learners. Using technologybased teaching in teaching science also have un limited role in education lends it to more studentcentered learning settings. Effective use of technology-based teaching, along with ICT use in the
teaching learning process can enhance quality and accessibility of education, learning motivation
and learning environment [1].
According to [2] a web-based computer simulation is used for teaching chemistry, using the
assumption that it helps students in understanding the abstract and difficult concepts in the content.
Simulations can help students to develop their own understanding of chemistry concepts and help
them to be independent problem solvers.
Science in general and chemistry in particular is an essential tool for nations’ progress and
development [3] [4]. Students should be given opportunity to discover and invent for the rapid
expansion in science and technology. Chemistry as science has made great impact in the
development of nations and its importance warrants the need to expose chemistry students to
innovative methods like computer assisted instruction (CAI) and inquiry methods.If chemistry
students are exposed to appropriate methods of teaching, they will be able to apply knowledge,
communicate effectively, and be analytical, critical thinkers, inquisitive and imaginative [5]. Once
2
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an individual acquires the right skills and attitude through appropriate teaching methods, they can
independently learn by themselves. Studies like those of [6], indicated that many teachers prefer the
traditional, expository/lecture method of teaching and afraid away from innovative methods like
inquiry, computer assisted instruction, inquiry discovery and laboratory approaches to teaching.
Researches such as [4] [6] have pointed out that despite the thirty years existence of learning
style theories (detailing how people learn), most teachers still present information using traditional
lecture methods without regard to students’ learning abilities. These traditional teaching methods are
theoretical, extremely didactic and teacher centered, instead of being activity based and learner
centered to enhance learning. Several research reports indicate that students achieve poorly in
secondary school science subjects [2]. Several factors were identified as influencing against
students’ attainment of the objectives of science instruction. These include inappropriate and
uninspiring teaching approaches adopted by science teachers. These researchers express the view
that teachers fearfully away from activity-oriented teaching approaches which are known to be more
effective. They rely most on teaching approaches that are easy but most of the times inadequate and
inappropriate. A lot of innovative instructional methods including discovery, cooperative learning,
inquiry concept mapping computer assisted instruction have been suggested for teaching science and
they demonstrated to be effective [7].
A great deal of research has been conducted during the 1970s, and early 1990s on the effects
of computer use on students’ achievement, attitudes, and other variables such as learning rate.
3
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Inquiry approach on the other hand is a teaching strategy which attempt to help learners ask questions
and discover answers to their questions. Inquiry method permit student to observe an event recognize
relevant and irrelevant questions, search out data and take complete responsibility for an entire
process of obtaining organizing and interpreting data.

Research Questions
The studies mentioned above shown us that innovative (computer assisted instruction,
inquiry methods, discovery, cooperative learning etc..) have a positive impact on students’
achievement and attitude towards chemistry. To date, however, research studies have been
conducted on the separate effects of inquire-based strategies or computer simulation teaching
strategy on students’ achievement and attitude in learning chemistry. Yet, existing studies provide
limited empirical evidence on the interconnection between inquire-based strategies and computer
simulation teaching strategy on students’ achievement and attitude of chemistry learning. Therefore,
this study specifically aimed to determine the combined effect of inquire-based strategies and
computer simulation teaching strategies on Finote Selam secondary school students’ chemistry
achievement and attitude in learning chemistry. And so, to address the above objective, the
researchers made four specific research questions:
1) Does the blended inquiry-based with computer simulation teaching strategy affect students’
achievements in learning chemistry?
4
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2) Does the blended inquiry-based with computer simulation teaching strategy affect students’
attitude towards learning chemistry?
3) Is there a significance difference in retention of students who were taught using inquirybased, blended inquiry-based with simulation and conventional teaching method in
chemistry achievement test?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Design of the study
In this study, experimental pretest-posttest comparison groups design was used. In a true
experiment, participants are randomly assigned to either the treatment or the control group, whereas
they are not assigned randomly in a quasi-experiment. In this study students are randomly assigned
as experimental and controlled group using pre- test results. According to this research design,
experimental group one students (EGS1) were taught through inquiry-based integrated with
computer simulation teaching strategies, experimental group two students were taught through
inquiry-based teaching only (EGS2) and the comparison group or controlled group students (X) were
taught through the existing instruction or traditional teacher centered teaching method.

5
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The Sample and Sampling Techniques
The researcher selected a total of 90 grade eleven students using random sampling method
from three secondary schools in Finote Selam town and one chemistry teacher relatively well
qualified and experienced in teaching was selected using purposive sampling method from Damot
secondary school. Students are selected using stratified sampling method. Those 90 sampled students
were 38 students from Damot one, 27 students from Damot two and remaining 25 students were
from Gojjam Ber secondary schools and those students were randomly grouped in to three group:
30 students to EGS1, 30 students to EGS2 and remaining 30 to X.

Data Collection Instruments
In the study, for the purposes of this research, 20 multiple choice chemistry question were
prepared by the researcher and 10 chemistry attitude scale Likert scale like questionnaires (five
options) were adopted from [8] with some modifications. Chemistry achievement test and attitude
skill questionnaire were used as data collection instruments. To check the validity of the questioner
was checked by English college instructors for its face validity and the content validity was checked
by two chemistry high school teachers.
To check the reliability of the questionnaire both the achievement test and attitude scale test
was administered to non-sampled grade twelve student. The reliability coefficient of testes Cronbach
alpha was found to be 0.78 and 0.81 respectively and it was high enough to use it as an instrument.
6
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Data analysis method
The data obtained from chemistry achievement test and chemistry attitude test questionnaire
were analyzed using quantitative data analysis method. All the attitude test pretest and posttest
questionnaire in the form of five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree
and students’ chemistry achievement pre and post test results were collected. All the responses were
loaded to SPSS software and being analyzed using one-way ANOVA. One-way ANOVA was used
to check whether there is a significant difference in chemistry achievement and attitude towards
chemistry between three different groups (X, EGS1 and EGS2) before and after the intervention. In
this study, one way-ANOVA also used to check whether there is a significant difference in retention
of chemistry achievement between the three groups due to intervention.

Procedures
During the first lesson, students in both experimental (EGS1 & EGS2) and controlled group
administered to chemistry achievement test and chemistry attitude tests as a pre-chemistry
achievement on two grade eleven selected topics namely acid - base equilibria, solution formation,
and pre-chemistry attitude tests to learn chemistry.
Next the first experimental group one (EGS1) were introduced to the lessons through inquirybased teaching method. During the lesson students were freely raised their questions to the teacher
and to their friends and they freely discuss what they fell about the topic. Students in the second
7
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experimental group two (EGS2) were taught by the same teacher but their inquiry-based teaching
about their lesson were supported by simulation. in experimental group two (EGS2) students were
actively inquire their lesson with their teachers and with their colleges. then the lesson is displayed
with simulation. The controlled group were taught by the same teacher but using the traditional,
teacher-centered approach involving a chalk-talk approach which is the dominant and usual teaching
method in Ethiopia [9]. All those experimental groups and the controlled group were taught for 12
hours in three weeks.
After the intervention those all groups (experimental group one, experimental group two and
the controlled group) were administered to chemistry achievement test and chemistry attitude test
which was equivalent to the pre-test.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
After assigning the students from the classes to the treatments and comparison groups, pretest data were collected using achievement test and chemistry attitude questionnaire. Before
analyzing the data, the data obtained from the pretest and posttest of chemistry achievement of the
three group was feed to SPSS window and the normality and homogeneity of the data was checked.
The pre-test and posttest achievement test in scale levels skewness should be checked whether the
data is normally distributed or not so as to choose parametric or nonparametric test for groups.
Parametric methods assume that the dependent (outcome) variable is approximately normally
8
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distributed for every group to be compared. The dependent variable, data obtained from the
achievement test results (pretest and posttests) are homogeneous and normally distributed and it is
ok to proceed the analysis.

Analysis of the pre- test results
To answer research question number one (does the blended inquiry-based with computer
simulation teaching strategy and inquiry based teaching strategy affect students’ achievements in
learning chemistry?) and research question number two (does the blended inquiry-based with
computer simulation teaching strategy and inquiry based teaching strategy affect students’ attitude
towards learning chemistry?), it is better to see whether there is a significance difference between
pretest chemistry achievement & attitude towards chemistry and the achievement after intervention.
Table 1: Summary on students’ pre-test scores in chemistry achievement and chemistry attitude
questionnaire among the three groups

Dependent variable
Group
Average pre-attitude towards chemistry X
EGS1
EGS2
Total
Pre-test chemistry achievement results X
EGS1
EGS2
Total

N
30
30
30
90
30
30
30
90

Mean
2.86
2.74
2.85
2.81
12.17
11.47
11.17
11.60

Std.
Deviation
.42
.34
.33
.36
3.3
3.7
3.5
3.5

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
2.70
3.01
2.61
2.86
2.72
2.97
2.74
2.89
10.91
13.42
10.06
12.88
9.83
12.50
10.85
12.35
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Table 2. One-way analysis of variance summary table comparing the three groups on scores of
pre-tests of chemistry achievement and chemistry attitude test scores
Dependent variables
Average pre-attitude towards Between Groups
chemistry
Within Groups
Total
Pre-test chemistry
Between Groups
achievement results
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
.273
11.779
12.052
15.8
1111.8
1127.6

df
2
87
89
2
87
89

Mean Square
.136
.135

F
1.008

Sig.
.369

7.900
12.779

.618

.541

Result of the one-way ANOVA analysis revealed that, there was no statistically significant mean
difference between the comparison and treatment groups; means (12.17, 11.47, 11.17), F = 0.618,
p = 0.54 for chemistry achievement test and means (2.86, 2.74, 2.81), F= 1.008, p = 0.369 for their
attitude towards chemistry questionnaire.
It should be noted that the results of the pretest for both the treatment groups and the
comparison or experimental groups are similar in their chemistry performance and attitude towards
chemistry.

Analysis of Post-test Results
The effect of treatment on students’ chemistry achievement
The first two research questions for this study were aimed to determine the combined effect
of blended inquiry-based and simulation teaching strategy over inquiry-based teaching strategy and
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traditional teaching methods on students’ achievement in learning Chemistry as one subject of
natural science and attitudes towards chemistry teaching.
As there were no statistically significant differences between the pre-test scores of the groups
(see in Table 2), the post-test scores were compared using One-way ANOVA to explore whether
there is a significant effect of those teaching methods on students’ achievement and attitudes. Prior
to conducting the one-way ANOVA, the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance was
evaluated. The results of outcome variable were found to be approximately normal distributed and
equal variances are assumed based upon results of Levene’s Test.
Table 3: Means and standard deviations comparing the three groups on scores of achievement test
Post-test chemistry achievement

Groups
Controlled group
EGS1
EGS2
Total

N
30
30
30
90

Mean
12.27
14.50
16.60
14.46

Std. Deviation
3.930
2.271
2.044
3.353

Table 4: One-way analysis of variance summary table comparing the three groups on post-test
chemistry achievement
Source
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
281.756
718.567
1000.322

df
2
87
89

Mean Square
140.878
8.259

F
17.057

Sig.
.000

As can be seen from table 4. There was a significance difference between the posttest
chemistry achievement, mean (12.27, 14.5, 16.6), F=17.057, P<0.05, between the three groups.
11
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Thus, there is a significant result and concluded there is significant difference among students’ levels
of achievements between the three groups.
Post hoc analyses were conducted using Tuky HSD post-hoc test. Based on a Tuky HSD
value the Achievement in the controlled (M = 12.27, SD = 3.9) is significantly less than experimental
group one (M=14.5, SD=2.27) and experimental group one (M=14.5, SD=2.27) is significantly less
than experimental group two (M=16.6, SD=2.02). The achievement of experimental group two was
significantly better than both the controlled and experimental one groups.

Table 5: Multiple comparisons of three groups on student’s posttest Achievement test Tukey HSD
Mean
(J) sample groups
Difference (I-J)
EGS1
-2.233*
EGS2
-4.333*
EGS1
controlled group
2.233*
EGS2
-2.100*
EGS2
controlled group
4.333*
EGS1
2.100*
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
(I) sample groups
Controlled group

Std. Error
.742
.742
.742
.742
.742
.742

Sig.
.009
.000
.009
.016
.000
.016

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-4.00
-.46
-6.10
-2.56
.46
4.00
-3.87
-.33
2.56
6.10
.33
3.87

The effect of treatment on students’ attitude towards learning chemistry
To determine whether the intervention (teaching methods) have effect on students’ attitude
towards learning chemistry, the researcher compared students post mean scores of the three groups
using a one-way ANOVA. The results of the analysis are displayed in table 6 below.
12
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Table 6: Means and standard deviations comparing the three intervention groups on scores of
students average post-attitude towards chemistry towards learning chemistry
Groups
Controlled group
EGS1

N

EGS2
Total

Average post-attitude towards chemistry
Mean
Std. Deviation
30
2.8333
.43098
30

3.2767

.48258

30
90

4.0433
3.3844

.65426
.72699

Table 7: One-way ANOVA summary table comparing the three group levels on scores of
students’ average post-attitude towards chemistry towards learning chemistry
Groups
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
22.484
24.554
47.038

df
2
87
89

Mean Square
11.242
.282

F
39.833

Sig.
.000

Table 8: Multiple comparisons among the three groups on students’ attitude scores Tukey HSD
Mean Difference (I(I) sample groups
(J) sample groups
J)
Controlled group
EGS1
-.44333*
EGS2
-1.21000*
EGS1
controlled group
.44333*
EGS2
-.76667*
EGS2
controlled group
1.21000*
EGS1
.76667*
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Std. Error
Sig.
.13717 .005
.13717 .000
.13717 .005
.13717 .000
.13717 .000
.13717 .000

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-.7704
-.1163
-1.5371
-.8829
.1163
.7704
-1.0937
-.4396
.8829
1.5371
.4396
1.0937

A one-way between-subject ANOVA was run with number of groups as the independent
variable, and student attitude towards learning chemistry as the dependent variable. As can be seen
from table 7, there is a significant difference in attitude of students of three different groups (M=2.83,
13
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M=3.28M=4.04, F=39.8, P=0.00). After establishing that there was a significant difference between
groups (p<0.05) in their attitude towards learning chemistry, post-hoc analysis test of multiple
comparison was employed to identify the group that were significant different from the other. As
shown in the above table 8, the post-hoc analysis tests of multiple comparison shown that the attitude
of students to learn chemistry of controlled group (M=2.83, SD=0.43, P<0.05) was significantly less
than chemistry attitude experimental group one students (M=3.28, SD=0.48, P<0.05). Attitude of
students learned through inquiry-based teaching method (experimental group one) also have
significantly less attitude towards learning chemistry (M=3.28, SD=0.48, P<0.05) than students
learned through both inquiry-based and simulation (experimental group two) students (M=4.04,
SD=0.65, P<0.05).

The effect of treatment on students’ chemistry achievement retention
To determine whether the intervention (teaching methods) have effect on students’ retention
ability in learning chemistry, the researcher compared the net achievement difference between
students post mean scores and pre mean score of the three groups using a one-way ANOVA. The
results of the analysis are displayed in table 9, 10 and 11 below.

14
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Table 9. Means and standard deviations comparing the three groups on scores of average
chemistry performance retention

N
controlled group
EGS1
EGS2
Total

30
30
30
90

Mean
12.70
14.47
17.23
14.80

95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
11.75
13.65
13.16
15.78
16.62
17.84
14.12
15.48

Std. Deviation
2.548
3.511
1.633
3.244

Table 10: One-way ANOVA summary table comparing the three group levels on scores of
students ‘average chemistry performance retention
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
313.267
623.133
936.400

df
2
87
89

Mean Square
156.633
7.162

F
21.869

Sig.
.000

Table 11: Multiple comparisons among the three groups on students’ average chemistry
performance retention Tukey HSD
Mean
(I) sample groups
(J) sample groups
Difference (I-J)
controlled group
EGS1
-1.767*
EGS2
-4.533*
EGS1
controlled group
1.767*
EGS2
-2.767*
EGS2
controlled group
4.533*
EGS1
2.767*
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Std. Error
.691
.691
.691
.691
.691
.691

Sig.
.033
.000
.033
.000
.000
.000

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-3.41
-.12
-6.18
-2.89
.12
3.41
-4.41
-1.12
2.89
6.18
1.12
4.41
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A one-way between-subject ANOVA was run with number of groups as the independent
variable, and students’ chemistry achievement retention as the dependent variable. As can be seen
from table 9 and 10, there is a statistically significant difference in chemistry achievement retention
of three different groups (M=12.7, M=14.47, M=17.23, F=21.87, P=0.00). After establishing that
there was a significant difference between groups (p<0.05) in their chemistry achievement retention
ability, post-hoc analysis test of multiple comparison was employed to identify the group that were
statistically significant different from the other.
As shown in the above table 11, the post-hoc analysis tests of multiple comparison shown
that chemistry achievement retention ability of controlled group (M=12.7 SD=2.548, P<0.05) was
significantly less than chemistry attitude experimental group one students (M=14.47, SD=3.511,
P<0.05). Chemistry achievement retention ability of students learned through inquiry-based teaching
method (experimental group one) also have significantly less chemistry achievement retention
ability(M=14.47, SD=3.511, P<0.05) than students learned through both inquiry-based and
simulation (experimental group two) students (M=17.23, SD=1.633, P<0.05).Chemistry
achievement retention ability of students learned through blended inquiry-based with simulation
(experimental group two) students was much better than both the controlled group (learned through
tradition method) and students learned through inquiry-based teaching method.

16
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CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of inquiry-based teaching integrated
with simulation teaching method over only inquiry-based teaching on students’ achievement and
attitude towards learning chemistry. An attempt was made in the study to determine whether the
students learned using inquiry-based integrated with simulation teaching method were better in
achievement and attitude towards chemistry than students learned through only inquiry-based
method and with traditional method.
There were clear differences between the groups in all the two dependent variables
(Achievement and attitude), with the differences being in favor of the inquiry-based assisted with
simulation teaching method than both the traditional and simple inquiry-based teaching method. It
is true that microscopic and submicroscopic particles in chemistry are out of our imagination, then
using simulation made the abstract clear and tangible to our sense and made students to more
successful in their academic achievement and, in particular, develop positive attitude towards
learning chemistry [10].
It is therefore recommended that students learned through integrated learning approach
succeed in their chemistry achievement and develop positive attitude towards learning chemistry
than students learned through traditional and single active teaching method. So, teachers should use
integrated approach teaching method than single teaching method. It is better to use inquiry based

17
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integrated with simulation method or inquiry-based method of teaching chemistry than simple
lecture or traditional method of teaching chemistry to teach high school students.
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ABSTRACT
Presently we live in the period, categorized as the era of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR).
This era makes way for the promises which are characterized by the fusion of the digital, biological,
and physical worlds. Ample opportunities have ushered owing to the growing utilization of new
technologies such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing, robotics, 3D printing, and the Internet
availability in our daily lives. In addition to that advanced wireless technologies, among others, have
culminated into economic disruption with uncertain socio-economic consequences. This situation
demands that we bring about such amendments in our educational systems that it caters for the 4th
IR era. It is thus necessary for scientists and educators around the world to strongly support the
education system that promotes learning of science with other fields under the umbrella of STEM.
Because it prepares professionals who can transform society to innovation and sustainable solutions
in the 4th IR era. Due to technology innovation and growth in the knowledge-related economy, there
is a need for inculcating targeted and strategic skills, and that STEM is responding to the changing
technological world. However, in order to circumvent its few shortcomings this method needs some
improvisation which are being put forward in this presentation of ours and it suggests to employ a
synergy of inquiry approach, STEM and SA teaching methodologies, which we believe that it
enhances the student systems (systemic) thinking ability that enable them to build alternative benign
creative systemic solutions for the global energy crisis, and then choose between them. [African
Journal of Chemical Education—AJCE 12(1), January 2022]
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INTRODUCTION
On working and living in the 21st century and with the development of communication media
and the ease of information flow, the world seemed to be living in a small village full of technological
developments and a huge flood of knowledge. As the humans are coping with the era of fourth
industrial revolution (4IR) [1] they are faced by challenges which are characterized by the fusion of
the digital, biological, and physical worlds, along with the growing utilization of new technologies
such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing, robotics, 3D printing etc.
In addition to that the Internet connectivity and advanced wireless technologies, among
others have ushered in a new era of economic disruption with uncertain socio-economic
consequences. Today’s graduates will be facing tasks that are likely to emerge as a part of what the
(4IR) is associated to. For most of the people around the world, the prospect of a future in which
robots and computers are expected to take over many human jobs is a source of profound personal
concern. So, the new generation has challenges that are difficult and numerous. For a prospective
job seeker, it is going to be cumbersome to find his place in this technology prone world. Thus they
fear that international flood of science, technology, and engineering will take away present prospects
of their economic wellbeing.
Thus in order to ensure better future for young ones an alternative teaching methodology is
the order of the day. Engineers, scientists, and educators have desired thus to develop educational
systems to ensure that the coming generation is equipped with the best skills that cater for the
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demands of the present 4th IR era. Hence in the last five years or so many developed nations found
it necessary to introduce a newer learning methodology STEM [2,3,4]. This teaching methodology
has been said to carry a number of advantages as underscored below:

(i) it is directly related to human well-being as it develops skills that help to fulfil his needs to develop
food, medicine, clothing, and renewable and clean energy resources,(ii) to face the challenges of the
4th industrial revolution that threaten jobs primarily due to automation, (iii) the increasing growth
and competitiveness of economies and the consequent rise in the level of social development,(iv) to
connect facts and concepts of science, technology, engineering, and math fields in a global context.
Thus, STEM prepares professionals who can transform society to innovation and sustainable
solutions in the 4th IR era.
.
4th IR workforce and Expectations from STEM
The core importance of STEM education is to meet the needs of the future. It is presently
believed that only STEM trained graduates will have skills to undertake more than 70% of the jobs
in the future. These graduates will become part of the world economy and “the Fourth Industrial
Revolution,” an era defined by increased innovation, automation, machine learning and artificial
intelligence, and widespread internet connectivity. Knowledge-rich industries, including
professional, scientific, and technical services, show huge economic growth. Higher-skilled jobs
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therein are more compatible with technology and innovation, which promote increase in productivity
and acquisition [5]. Patent growth is one of the indicators of technology innovation and growth in
the knowledge-based economy.
Accordingly, there is a dire need for inculcating targeted and strategic skills, and that STEM
methodology is designed to respond to the changing technological world. STEM trained students are
expected to be equipped with skills to shoulder designing and making required by the twenty-firstcentury jobs. It will minimize growing polarization of labor-market opportunities between high- and
low-skill jobs. Thus unemployment, and underemployment, especially among young people is likely
to drop. [1, 5]. Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics contents are associated with 75%
of the fastest-growing occupations, innovations, and good salaries. A technology- and knowledgedriven economy needs workers trained in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. The
digital revolution and the accompanied increasing demands for designing and manufacturing are
driving the growth of the creative sector which extends from arts to science and technology,
creativity and innovation. STEM education should provide employees, both males, and females, with
essential skills that promote innovation and productivity and support economic growth [5]. Each
STEM branch brings a valuable contribution to a well-applicable education. Science gives learners
a deep and global understanding of the world. It helps them to become better researchers and critical
thinkers. Technology prepares students to work in an environment full of high-tech innovations.
Engineering allows students to increase problem-solving skills and apply knowledge in new projects.
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Mathematics enables students to analyse information eliminate errors, and helps to make prompt
decisions in designing solutions. STEM education links these disciplines into a concrete system. It
motivates and inspires young generations to create new technologies and innovative ideas.

STEM in everyday life [6]
STEM learning doesn’t have to be limited to the classroom. Studying the STEM disciplines
in schools can help kids to build confidence, enhance critical thinking and problem solving and
develop soft skills that will be essential in their adult lives. Transferring these STEM skills into
everyday problems will only help foster their current and future success. STEM can help with
important life skills. You can integrate mathematical skills into everyday life in a useful way. STEM
learning doesn’t have to be limited to the classroom.

Objectives of STEM Approach
1. Converting pure scientific concepts into applications.
2. Contribute to modern methods of teaching sciences such as self-learning, discovery, inquiry,
and systemic.
3. Developing the skills and abilities of the teacher and transforming him from a prompter into
a guide for students that increases their creative abilities and leads them towards exploration.
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4. To face the challenge of the 4th industrial revolution in the form of loss in jobs, primarily
due to automation.
5. Integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics contents to provide students
with the ability to address and investigate global problems and to devise plausible solutions.
6. Inculcate the students with an ability to seek continuous education and lifelong learning.
7. Effectively improve the students' learning outcomes, such as academic learning achievement,
student motivation, attitude, problem-solving skills [6]

Teaching STEM Disciplines
At the beginning of the uses of STEM, "Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics" fields were taught separately or in two fields like science and math [7]. But by
adopting the STEM approach, the discipline plays a key role in shaping the classroom in an
integrated manner, during which the fields are combined with each other to form an integrated
educational system consisting of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, which in turn
provides creative and innovative ways to solve the problems for possible practical applications.
With the STEM learning strategy, the contents of the concepts from the four fields are not
easier to address in the classroom. Lately, studies have surfaced that highlight many disadvantages
of STEM. The biggest issue that disturbs STEM education at large is the lack of uniform guidelines
and standards for what students should learn or what qualifications teachers require for teaching.
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Every program at every STEM school is different. While they provide a foundational base, there’s
no uniformity regarding emphasis placed on specific subjects or skills. Against that when an inquirybased STEM learning strategy was examined, the pilot study indicated that the inquiry-based STEM
learning strategy could improve only gifted students' abilities in accordance with 21st-century
learning frameworks [8].

Role of Teachers in STEM, Inquiry and Systemic Approaches
STEM teacher guides the students to examine problems from all angles by questioning. This
pedagogy is student-centered and it involves the philosophy that students are capable of guiding their
own learning. Teachers are just there to facilitate this student-led process [9]. The role of the teacher
in the inquiry method is to be the primary mentor, advisor. Teachers can tell students where and how
a resource is available for reference. This will help students find the right information if they are
having trouble finding important information; students should do their research [10]. However, a
Systemic teacher provides advice and guidance and helps students to clarify ideas, and connections
between them This role can be a great way to pay individual attention to a student [11,12].It can also
allow a teacher to tailor-make a course to fit specific student needs .
So the three approaches are student-cantered and the role of teacher is more or less advisor,
and facilitator to guide students towards problem solving and inquiry learning that motivating them
to solve the challenges.
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THE PROPOSED TEACHING SCENARIO [SYSTEMIC DIAGRAM - (IDEA)]
Our proposed and redesigned scenario for teaching (STEM) fields is suggested to start with the
Inquiry approach (A) followed by the STEM Approach (B), wherein (i) A student chooses a
technology based problem (such as the energy problem) under the guidance of the teacher, (ii) Then
the problem is highlighted and the relevant data and information is collected, (iii) the student starts
suggesting ways to solve the problem. ( iv) Student now makes use of STEM (B) to help resolving
the problem , thereby using all or some of its fields (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics), ( v) Subsequently comes to the role of the Systemic Approach (C), which is then
integrated with the two other approaches to find the systemic solution by dealing with all aspects of
the energy problem (due to its complexity) to develop a knowhow of the overlapping and intertwined
systemic relationships between its aspects, (vi) the student can analyze the problem into its components
and then build the systemic creative solutions through collecting information from all or some of the
areas of STEM fields. So that creative solutions thus emerge (D) this in turn leads to some sort of
innovations that provide solutions to address many other global problems.
Thus by integrating the three learning Approaches [INQIURY-STEM – SYSTEMIC], of
course, one can approach a more efficient outcome against a possible result derived by any of the
previous approaches. The creative Systemic solutions (D) will provide four systemic learning outputs
instead

(cf

SD

1].

The

other

advantages

are

likely

to

be

as

follows:

i) the creative systemic solutions of the problems in the form of technological innovations applications,
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ii) gain of scientific and systemic thinking by students, iii) Enhancement of the student's ability to
make

decisions

and

judgments,

iv)

the

prospect of

an

economic

turnaround.

Systemic Diagram [SD1] Illustrating the learning outputs of the synergy [Inquiry/ STEM/, Systemic]
Approaches To teaching energy.
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Common Denominators between the Three Approaches [Inquiry-STEM-Systemic] for
Enhancing Learning outcomes
Learning levels: It takes place at the higher levels of learning (analysis - synthesis - evaluation –
creativity).
The

role

of

the

teacher:

is

a

guide

and

motivator

for

students

learning.

Learning environment: Creates, active and stimulating environment for learning and innovation.
Teaching methods: student gets oriented by teach himself how to resolve the scientific and
technological problems by using Inquiry approach enhanced by the systemic approach, on all or some
of STEM fields.
Skills: Students acquire many skills, including scientific, systemic, and creative thinking, the ability
to make decisions and to make judgments .follow up references to gather information, process it, and
be equipped with designing and innovation skills for the twenty-first-century jobs.

Why Synergic INQ-STEM-SA Strategies?
The principle of synergy says that common interaction of the system components lead to a
result

that

is

greater

than

the

simple

sum

of

components

parameters.

By using INQ- STEM- SA strategies, we evolve an interactive system of expected greater efficiency
of teaching and learning [Synergy effect] by combining the benefits of three teaching strategies
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each one of these

strategies.[cf SD2]

Systemic Diagram [SD2] illustrating what students contribute under teacher supervision
In the integrated [Inq. Stem, Systemic] Approaches
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Proposed STEM Lesson about Energy
In the last decade, it has been recognized and practiced in a number of developed countries
that educating their young generation in the disciplines that pertain to Science Technology
Engineering and Mathematics will ensure a better future. Thus, the curricula have been developed
to meet this end, known as STEM. However, a number of educationists are bringing forth their
dissatisfaction about this methodology. They suggest that the teachers though inculcate a better
understanding of the relevant issues; the students find it difficult to retain the knowledge imparted
earlier. In this context, we propose that STEM approach if modified in such a way that it integrates
human instinct of inquiry with STEM and then Systemic Approach it will provide a platform that
will be highly suitable for the present day needs.

A scenario of teaching by integrated [INQUIRY.STEM. SYSTEMIC] Strategy. [cf. SD1]
1. Teacher introduces a topic by guiding students to an issue connected to real global problems.
(Such as global energy crisis) and its positive and negative impacts on our daily life.
2. Then students decide to explore the issue of energy by identifying and collecting data and
information [Inquiry based] [A] about global energy resources, types of energy, shortage of
natural energy resources, and environmental problems due to misuse of energy resources.
3. Then the student starts searching energy resources by making use of STEM fields [B]
[starting with science. Students will go through chemistry concepts like [bond energy,
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physical and chemical changes, types of chemical reactions, thermochemistry-heat of
reactions –heat of formation-heat of dissociation]. Then students go to the 1st Law of
thermodynamics and exothermic reactions, including combustion of fossil fuels.
4. Then students use Math in calculating the amount of thermal energy obtained from
exothermic reactions like the combustion of fuels. Then they apply mathematics to calculate
the amount the thermal energy obtained from the combustion of a certain amount of fossil
fuel.
5. Then go to Energy -transformations from thermal to mechanical energy in the internal
combustion engine. Then students will learn the parts of the internal -combustion engine [by
using Technology]. Then they get enabled to calculate engine efficiency which is the
relationship between the total energy contained in the fuel, and the amount of energy used to
perform useful work with the help of the teacher.
6. Then students under the guidance of the teacher will identify the global problems behind the
combustion of fossil fuels like that of heavy traffic. The combustion of fossil oil gives CO2
and water besides Sulphur oxides (SOX) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) and these are believed
to have a pollution effect on the environment, the atmosphere, and the ozone layer. [Air
pollution, global warming, and finally environmental climate changes]. When perfect
combustion occurs in the presence of pure oxygen and at ideal conditions, such as in a
gasoline engine (Auto engine), 14 .7 kg of air is required for each kg of fuel (gasoline in this
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example) and the combustion is ignited by a spark. The oxygen is consumed with the fuel
because the combustion is complete [13].
7. Then students will discover what they can do for environmental protection. They will
evaluate real-world applications of gasoline versus uses of new technologies like hybrid cars,
battery power versus solar power.
8. Then the students go to a systemic approach to teaching and learning [SATL] to analyze the
problem of global warming and the reasons behind it under teacher supervision.
9. Then the students come to the role of Engineering to design other alternatives of benign
sustainable energy tools. Based on geothermal energy, wind energy, Bioenergy, and solar
energy.
10. Then finally the student uses SATL& systemic thinking [Systems thinking] to build
alternative benign systemic creative solutions for the global energy crisis, and then choose
between them. [Choose the most creative, innovative solution; more economic. Minimum
waste pollution and cleaner energy alternative] [C].
STEM Education Advantages [14]
1. Workforce Preparation. The most popular STEM argument is that it prepares students for the
workforce. STEM teaches students critical thinking and innovation skills. These particular
skills help tremendously in the workforce. Science and Math naturally lend themselves to
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these particular skill sets too. Professionals often come in and work with students to provide
real-world exposure to future career options.
2. Provides Future Career Potential. Because STEM education is meant to raise the 4th IR
workforce, from programmers to engineers and scientists, and that these

careers usually

offer good salaries and benefits to workers.
3. Promotes Gender Equality. STEM is attempts to narrow the gap between male and female
workers.
STEM Education Disadvantages [14]
1. Doesn't Start Early Enough. Too many STEM programs start too late for students.
2. Elitism. STEM programs cater better for students who are naturally motivated and prepared
to succeed. Students who do not fit those criteria are often left behind.
3. Lack of Clear-Cut Standards. STEM approach suffers from a lack of a uniform curriculum.
The biggest issue that disturbs STEM education at large is the lack of uniform guidelines for
what students should learn or what qualifications teachers required for their jobs.
CONCLUSIONS
STEM education became a must in the era of 4th IR, because it prepares professionals who
can transform society to innovation and sustainable solutions required to 4th IR . We believe that
empowerments of STEM approach with two other successful approaches [ Inquiry and systemic]
will make it easier in the process of teaching and learning. The three approaches are student-cantered
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and the role of teacher is more or less advisor, and facilitator to guide students towards systemic
creative- Innovative problem solving of the global age.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines how the use of micro chemistry equipment can support effective
practical lessons in schools to minimize cost, save the environment, and promote contextualization
of theory. It particularly assesses the relevance of scaling down activities to sustainable development
as well as gains in scientific conception, reduced exposure to hazardous chemical, reduced waste
generation, and implicit financial gains. Through a case study, data were obtained from two different
groups of students totaling 115 through laboratory activities, tests, questionnaires and observation
schedules to ascertain the potential of the micro chemistry equipment in four micro labs. Findings
indicated that participants found the micro chemistry labs to be safe, required the use of minimal
chemicals as compared to conventional equipment in standard laboratories, generated less waste,
and enhanced their understanding of theoretical concepts. Implications were discussed and
recommendations made from the findings. [African Journal of Chemical Education—AJCE 12(1),
January 2022]
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INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that hands-on activities are best practice for learning chemistry, as they
make students feel like chemists and enable them to build their own concepts from first-hand
experiences. However, the cost of obtaining equipment and chemicals, especially for chemistry
activities is not only exorbitant but comes with its own risks and hazards [1, 2]This problem can be
addressed by minimizing the use of chemicals through the use of a micro (miniature) science
equipment [3]. Micro science equipment has been used in America, South Africa, Malaysia, and
Taiwan with great success [4].
Chemistry educators have over the years, emphasized on the importance of chemistry
practical activities to help students understand the theory, nature, and practice of science, as it
influences the lives of individuals and entire communities [5]. Practical activities are important
because the experiences help students to acquire variety of science skills [6]. They equip students
with transferrable skills that they can apply effectively to make everyday life worth living and
meaningful in varying situations.
In the school setting, chemistry practical activities avail students with enabling environments
to either refute, confirm or come up with new ideas about natural phenomena [7]. Through such
activities, students are able to form vivid, concrete and understandable concepts through
visualization, assimilation and accommodation. The rationale for conducting practical work in
chemistry is to reinforce a course through illustration and to make it real for students, as visualization
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is an important component that facilitates retention of knowledge. In addition, they develop
techniques and skills that are either cognitive or practical in nature, such as physical manipulations,
problem solving, data handling, interpretation of results, time management and dealing with errors
[3]. In the absence of these, the probability of having broken linkages in concept formation and the
subsequent formation of misconceptions, may arise (Author, 2017).
Quite often, non-availability of the necessary equipment for chemistry activities, the cost of
expensive, delicate and complicated equipment puts the benefits of science out of the reach of most
students – especially, those in less endowed communities [2]. Besides, certain chemistry activities
in particular come with risks to students, and so although activities are advocated, they are not
practised in reality in some institutions. At best, students may only observe demonstrations of such
activities, as they are performed by teachers, or through video animations. If they are lucky to be in
endowed environments that are furnished with computers and internet, they could carry out virtual
laboratory activities and observe them from a ‘safe distance’. For example, activities such as the
reaction of some s-block metals, like potassium and caesium with water, the disintegration of
radioactive materials, and fusion processes that generate massive heat, could be performed virtually
and observed. Such virtual activities might illustrate or confirm theories and principles, but they do
not necessarily require students to think deeply about their actions nor test hypotheses, interpret data
or engage in critical thinking. Non-inquiry ‘cook-book’ experiments do not expose students to
hands-on experiments and interactive environment [3, 7], while planned and scaffolded experiments
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expose students to useful, integrated hands-on activities. Hands-on activities provide opportunity to
inspire students and make chemistry lively enough to remember. They help students to answer
questions, prove or disapprove ideas, collect and analyse data from their experimental results and
apply them meaningfully [8]. Students need real experiences to understand underlying concepts and
so safe and less costly procedures must be provided to minimize the occurrence of accidents to the
barest minimum, increase the practice of science and cut down costs of resources for activities.
Apart from high cost of resources and risks factors, inadequate supply of electricity, and
running water have been found to be other factors that limit teachers’ desires to organise practical
activities for their students. The micro equipment requires the use of water as required in standard
or conventional activities, but not in copious volumes as would be required with the use of
conventional equipment. Again, the supply of conventional equipment, if available, has been a
challenge due to the nature of bad access roads to schools in remote communities [9]. Most glassware
gets broken by the time supply trucks reach these less developed communities. The complication is
that it could hamper supply efforts and thereby reduce the possibility of students’ engagement in
concept-building chemistry activities. Most Ghanaian schools and many other African schools that
fall within this resource-constrained category cannot have the privilege of experiencing first-hand
concept-building, confirmatory, or fact-finding chemistry because they fall into this category where
supply processes are hampered. Furthermore, work and storage spaces are not available in less
endowed communities, some of which do not even have adequate classrooms.
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Where chemistry resource supply is made available, the problem of waste chemical disposal
poses a threat to human life and the environment. Propositions put up by green and micro/smallscale chemists to solve these problems are to reduce the scale of chemical use to a minimal level at
which activities can be effectively performed as well as to use low-cost equipment that would make
financial demands on institutions and national resources bearable [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These
propositions were based on the inherent-concept-based nature of the micro chemistry science
equipment (MCE). Thus, using micro-scale chemistry equipment could be the solution to conceptual,
financial, and environmental problems associated with school chemistry activities and waste
disposal, if education must reach all by the year 2030 [15, 16].
In many African communities, micro-scale chemistry equipment has been used for the past
two decades yet, it is not popular as compared to the conventional macro equipment [1, 12]. The
micro chemistry equipment (MCE) was introduced in underprivileged basic schools in South Africa
by Bradley [17] with a lot of success. It was introduced in deprived communities where equipment
and resources were scare, in order to facilitate the teaching of hands-on activities. All users (teachers
and students) were enthused with its simplicity and how it aided in cognitive gains. The equipment
was also successfully used in secondary schools in Tanzania by Mafumiko [2] to teach basic
chemistry concepts, and by Kombo [18] to teach distance education teachers in teacher training
colleges in Mozambique. The equipment offered students in all instances, the opportunity to study
chemistry through hands-on activities in a safe, simple, interactive, and sustainable environment.
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This idea of hands-on activities with simple equipment is supported by the United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization [19] for global use as it emphasizes sustainability
and improves quality of life in laboratories. It is also to develop and design unconventional
methodologies for most school activities in order to reduce environmental pollution.
The micro-scale chemistry equipment comes in the size of a lunch box, and measures 14.5cm
x 11cm x 5.5 cm. It contains a range of miniature plastic wells called comboplate, forceps, a gas
collecting tube, micro burner, pH guide, universal indicator, micro spatulas, syringes, and propettes,
among other components which constitute almost an entire laboratory. So far, the University of
Witwatersrand, North Western University in South Africa, and other institutions in the Asia-Pacific
regions have produced their own more durable micro chemistry equipment for use. Some of these
are made from materials (such as pyrex) that allow for heating at high temperatures and the use of
stronger chemicals like tetraoxosulphate (VI) so as to expand the range of activities that could be
performed at, especially, higher levels of science education [14]. Some institutions in USA and UK
have also either produced their own micro equipment or adopted those produced by United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and engaged their students in ‘safe’
activities [11].
Micro-scale chemistry equipment (MCE) activities use minimal amounts of chemical
substances in the range of 1mL and about 150 mg so the fear of accidents during practical activities
is eliminated among students as was discovered in a study where small-sized home laboratory kits
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were used [3]. Since work solutions are minimal, reaction times are shorter and so more time is
availed for discussions and reflections on activities for better conceptual understanding of principles.
Currently, nations are bothered about the effect of hazardous waste on green life and the environment
in general, as well as high cost of science education [15, 1]. It is therefore prudent to introduce
students to micro scale or green science, so as to instill in them the importance of creating ecofriendly (green) work environments early. Green science is the application of eco-friendly scientific
manipulations to scientific disciplines such as chemistry, physics, biology, integrated, and
environmental science disciplines. Micro-scale chemistry, which is known as green chemistry in
some circles [20], can easily be used to teach courses such as analytical chemistry, organic chemistry,
inorganic chemistry, and environmental chemistry topics like global warming, acid rain, pollution
and other impacts of chemistry activities on nature and the planet.
Employing micro-scale kits for teaching chemistry practical activities ensures
miniaturization of laboratories to small portable equipment packages for teaching [10]. Wastes from
the use of these miniaturised equipment and materials therefore do not pollute the environment to
unacceptable levels, as could be the case with standard or conventional macro equipment. They can
conveniently be used to perform majority of school science in normal classroom settings [10, 21].
The micro-scale equipment from South Africa in particular is robust, resilient, unbreakable and
inexpensive, because of its plastic-like nature. It has been designed to enhance the quality, relevance
and accessibility of science and technology education. Similar findings on the benefits of its robust
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nature were made by Hanson [21] in Ghana. It was found to generate minimal hazardous waste in a
study in UK [11]. This improves the quality of air in the laboratory. According to Abdullah,
Mohamed and Ismail [22] and Tantayanon [14] skills such as accuracy, precision and carefulness
are heightened, especially in organic chemistry activities, where students have to ensure that they
get the maximum yield of some kind of product for purification and further processes. Ogino [13]
also affirms that the benefits of microscale science include reduced waste, reduced time, improved
safety and major cost reduction.
The pedagogical reasons for promoting the use of low-cost equipment are to provide
simplified, relevant, safe, and attractive experiences, as well as overcome psychological basis to
using standard equipment when necessary [23]. Bradley [10], found that MCE experiments help to
solve problems which educators face when planning practical work, such as fear of getting hurt,
insufficient equipment, shortage of or inadequate chemicals, lack of work space for large classes,
lack of assistants, insufficient work time, and lack of confidence on the part of inexperienced
educators, and so propagated it. Micro labs provide skill and knowledge acquisition and are replicas
of real-life or standard labs. Knowledge is obtained in risk-free environments with reduced periods
of contact with chemicals [23].
In recent times, most developed countries are moving away from the conventional macro
chemistry equipment activities to micro and nano activities, so as to cut down escalating costs of
infrastructure, stocking laboratories and legal issues connected with the disposal of generated
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hazardous chemical waste [13, 14]. The move is also to stimulate students’ interest towards
chemistry in a friendly, risk-free, pleasant, and sustainable manner [20]. In this way, micro chemistry
and green chemistry inherently work in consonance to conserve the environment [24]. This ecofriendly consciousness has helped in promoting a better image of science, and chemistry in
particular, lately [24]. In the USA and India, sustainability and sustainable development have
emerged as the core of the chemical industry, its actions, and public image. Though some institutions
in the USA have developed chemical policies, yet, they still pursue micro-scale and green chemistry
to ensure sustenance and maintenance of the environment, which are laudable and must be adopted
by other nations.
Home-laboratory kits, which are akin to MCE have been developed in some institutions in
Canada to enhance chemistry education at a distance to perform what they term ‘kitchen chemistry
experiments’ at home in order to overcome students’ diffidence as they come face-to face with
supervised standard laboratory sessions [3]. According to Kennepohl, students found homelaboratory kits to be robust, portable, safe, inexpensive and precise ( 0.01g).
Increased generation of chemical waste from conventional laboratory activities, as a result
of improper waste disposal is becoming an issue of concern all over the world. In the developing
world proper disposal ethics are not followed– because there seems to be no institutional or national
policies for managing chemical wastes in educational institutions. Some generated solid chemical
wastes could be ignitable, corrosive, reactive or toxic. From the researcher’s observation Ghanaian
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institutions do not have waste disposal containers such as chemical spill kits, hazardous waste
containers or corrugated cardboard boxes for disposal of sharps and broken glass. Some seemingly
harmless laboratory wastes could generate into dangerous wastes as a result of secondary reactions
when they are discarded into general collection bins or drains indiscriminately. The best way to go
is waste reduction. Steps must be taken to reduce the scale of chemical use to avoid environmental
catastrophe in the study of science and chemistry in particular. Sustainable development must of
necessity become a key issue in science education. Adding sustainable development issues to the
chemistry curriculum could be laudable [24, 25] to create the awareness that waste generated in labs
affect not only students and faculty in the vicinity but the entire institution and the other spheres.
In the last three decades, many scientists have been faced with issues such as maintaining
clean water, managing the effects of acid rain, and searching for both renewable sources of energy
and raw materials through cost-effective micro activities [24] because of pollution from chemical
waste in diverse forms. The study of these social topics has been added as content in many chemistry
curricula in order to portray chemistry and society as an everyday way of life. The scientific
economic value of the MCE as far as reduction in budgets for laboratory activities was not found in
the literature reviewed, at the time of this study. The researcher would therefore like to undertake a
conceptual, financial, and laboratory waste analysis exercise of some micro laboratory activities on
face value. This would enable the assessment of the possibilities that the mass adoption of the small-
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scale equipment could afford Ghanaian students, institutions, and science education as a whole, in
terms of cognitive gains, dwindling budgets, as well as law suits over environmental pollution.

Purpose of the study
This study presents the environmentally-friendly, conceptual, and budget-wise micro-scale
chemistry equipment by analyzing four (4) laboratory activities from a first-year undergraduate
chemistry course [12]. The main objective was to assess the possibility of projecting micro-scale
chemistry activities among chemistry teacher trainees, chemistry educators, curriculum developers
and investors/stakeholders of chemistry education so that safer, cheaper, sustainable,
environmentally-friendly and concept-based activities could be performed in many more, especially
deprived schools.
The question which guided this study was:
What conceptual, financial, and environmental benefits could be derived from the adoption
of micro chemistry equipment and micro practical activities (labs) towards sustainable development?

METHODOLOGY
Participants
Out of eight laboratory activities for a semester, four (4) were performed on micro scale by
57 undergraduate Chemistry major students (out of 115) who were purposively assessed for
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conceptual, financial and environmental impact differences against similar activities performed on
macro scale by another group of 58 (out of 115) Chemistry minor students. The entry points of both
the Major and Minor students were similar as shown by results of a pre-test.

Labs
All the labs were aligned with the University of Education’s (UEW) institutional and
departmental curriculum requirements. These labs were:
1.

Effect of temperature on equilibrium;

2.

The stoichiometry of a precipitation reaction;

3.

The common ion effect; and

4.

Effect of sulphur dioxide from industries on open waters.
The MCE kits were ordered from the Centre for Research and Development in Mathematics,

Science and Technology Education (RADMASTE) in Witwatersrand University, South Africa at
eight Euros (€8.00) per kit. The introduction of the micro lab was to attempt to mitigate cost of lab
work and introduce the research acclaimed conceptual and environmental benefits of the MCE [17,
2, 24, 11]. The chemicals and equipment used for the four (4) activities were test tubes, beakers,
Basic microchemistry (microscience) kits, water, copper turnings, sodium chloride, sodium sulphite
powder (Na2SO3) and aqueous chemical solutions of 6M HNO3, 11.7M HNO3, 5.5 M HCl, 11M
HCl, 0.25 M Pb(NO3)2, and 0.25 M NaI.
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Research Procedure and Data Collection
Prior to teaching the theory and lab practice of Le Chatelier’s principle, chemical
stoichiometry, and industrial pollution, all 115 students who participated in this study wrote a preassessment concept test. Each pre-assessment concept test (Appendix A) was followed by a theory
lesson. A one-time post-assessment concept test was also administered after all the topics covered
and activities were performed. Discriminatory, difficulty index, and factor analysis indicated that the
test items were appropriate for their intended use. The assessments particularly covered the four labs
in which MCE were employed. The chosen labs were compliant with the use of MCE.
The researcher taught and facilitated laboratory activities while one trained research assistant
observed all laboratory activities (with an observation guide, noting significant events every five (5)
minutes) and took anecdotal notes in the micro lab so as not to miss important and interesting
occurrences that would contribute immensely to the research. A second research assistant also
observed students’ activities in the standard laboratory and took notes, besides the observation
schedule that was used. Trained National service personnel assigned to each of the laboratories
assisted in making the observations for the purposes of inter-rater reliability. An independent
evaluator who was not part of the study but in a similar research assessed the lessons and helped to
analyse data to remove researcher biases that could arise. By virtue of a student’s status of a major
or minor choice for chemistry they were assigned to use either the macro or micro equipment to
perform their chemistry laboratory (lab) activities in separate laboratories.
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Theory lessons lasted for two credit hours while the lab hours for hands-on practice also
lasted for two hours but documented as one credit hour in accordance with institutional requirements.
Each of the concept assessments and practical laboratory activities was scored over 20 marks.
Students who participated in the micro equipment activities were required to answer a 10-closeended-item and one open-ended item questionnaire which was rated with a Cronbach alpha
reliability of 0.72, at the end of the study. This was to enable them to express their opinions on the
feasibility of employing MCE in higher institutions and for conceptual understanding. The openended item was necessary to allow students to provide honest confirmatory or disapproval statements
(evidence) of what was in the closed part of the questionnaire. The questionnaire is presented as
Appendix B1. Students who performed the macro labs were given a similar questionnaire that was
worded differently in some aspects (without the use of ‘MCE’) to ascertain their impressions about
the macro labs. This questionnaire is presented as Appendix B2.
The prices of stock chemicals and equipment that were used to work out the exact cost of the
various quantities that were needed for each macro and micro activity are shown as Appendix C.

RESULTS
Participants’ results from their pre- and post-assessment concept tests were compared to
assess their conceptual gains. Their lab activities were also analyzed. The results are presented as
Table 1.
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Table 1: Mean score values for pre- and post- assessment tests and activities
Group
Macro (pre)
Micro (pre)
Sig. (2-tailed; Pre)
Macro (post)
Micro (post)
Sig. (2-tailed; Post)
Sig. (2-tail Labs Micr & Macr)
N = 115; Pre = Pre-test; Post = Post-test

Test
7.36
8.01
0.16
12.34
17.89
1.2 x 10 5
0.117

Lab 1
8.97
9.06

Lab 2
10.00
12.47

Lab 3
12.96
16.20

Lab 4
14.86
18.25

Results from Table 1 show that both groups had about the same conceptual entry points for
concepts assessed as there was no statistical significance difference (p=0.16) in their initial content
knowledge. However, after tuition and engagement in hands-on activities there was a statistical
difference in students’ post-concept assessment at t (56); p < 0.00, with post scores higher than the
pre-assessment concept test scores at a 95% confidence interval of difference. Differences in the
point of departure in post-assessment scores could be attributed to the type of equipment used in
science practical work and its particular attributes, because all other variables remained the same
except for equipment used. From observation, students in the micro lab class had more practice time
as results were achieved in relatively shorter times and they could have a couple more trials as well
as lengthier discussions of their results. Similar observations were made by other researchers who
engaged students in micro labs [4, 2, 3]. There was no direct correlation (0.07) between the macro
and micro group test scores. Neither was there much difference between their laboratory reports,
statistically.
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A financial analysis of the resources necessary to perform the four lab activities was also
assessed in this paper. These labs were particularly chosen because they formed part of the second
semester lab practice in first year tertiary Chemistry studies. They are also essential parts of high
school chemistry curricula that students must be conversant with. Besides, the activities required the
use of chemicals, some of which when carelessly disposed could cause damage to the environment
and had to be used in moderation.
Table 2 shows the costs involved in purchasing resources for the activities on equilibrium,
chemical stoichiometry and pollution studies in Euros (€).
Table 2: Comparison of cost of chemicals for activities (in euros)
Lab

MAch

MIch

MAch-MIch

Effect of temperature on equilibrium

45.19

8.26

36.93

Stoichiometry

7.29

1.43

5.86

Common ion effect

8.40

1.77

6.63

Industrial pollution

5.79

Cost saved with use of microkit (N=57)
MAch = Macro chemical; MIch = Micro chemical

1.24

4.55
€53.97/ $63.50

Table 2 showed a comparative picture of prices of chemicals required in the conventional
(macro) and micro activities for the three activities.
The actual quantities of chemicals required for the activities for whose costs are shown in Table 2
are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3: Quantities of equipment and chemicals required for the three lab activities
Activity

Equipment/chemical

Temperature on *Beaker
equilibrium
*Test tube
*Micro kit
Cu(s)
6M HNO3(aq)
Chemical
*Test tube
stoichiometry
*Micro kit
0.25M Pb(NO3)2
0.25M NaI
0.25M Pb(NO3)2 (aq)
0.25M NaI (aq)
Common
ion *50 ml Beaker
effect
*Micro kit
11M HCl(aq)
11.7M HNO3
NaCl(aq)

Macro quantity

Micro quantity

58pcs
58pcs
0pc
239.54 g
580mL
58pcs
0pc
24.01g
10.87g
290mL
290mL
184
0
58mL
58mL
81.54g/58mL

0pc
0pc
57 kits
57 g
28.50mL
0pc
57 kits
4.72g
2.13g
57mL
57mL
0
57
57 drops (1.27mL)
57 drops (1.27mL)
285 drops (6.3mL)
54.15g
Industrial
5.5M HCl(aq)
58mL
6.16mL
pollution
Na2SO3(s)
114.84g
28.50g
* Microkits, beakers and test tubes were not priced because they are not ‘consumables’.
*1mL of solution = 45 to 47drops from a propette;

Table 3 showed quantities of resources that were required by the macro and micro groups in
performing their activities at the same concentrations of chemicals but different volumes.
The volumes of waste chemicals which were generated from the activities and wrongly discarded
into drains are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Volumes of generated liquid chemical waste from macro and micro scale activities
Activity
Temperature
equilibrium

Summation of toxic waste
on Macro:
580mL of HNO3 and 2,900mL of water
Micro:
28.50mL HNO3 and 1,425mL water

Macro
waste
3,480mL

Macro:
580mL
290 ml of 0.25M Pb(NO3)2 (aq)
290 ml of 0.25M NaI (aq)
Micro:
57 ml of 0.25M Pb(NO3)2 (aq)
57 ml of 0.25M NaI (aq)
Common ion effect Macro:
174mL
58mL each NaCl, HCl and HNO3
Micro:
1.3mL each NaCl, HCl and HNO3
Industrial pollution Macro:
11,658mL
58mL of HCl, 114.8g Na2SO4 11,600mL
H2O (acidified)
Micro:
6.2mL of HCl, 28.5g Na2SO4 and 285mL
H2O (acidified)
Total waste
15.892mL
N = 58 for Macro & N = 57 for Micro

Micro
waste

1,453.50mL

Stoichiometry

114mL

8.90mL

291.2mL

1,867.6mL

From Table 4, it is evident that about eight and half (8½) times more of liquid toxic waste
chemical was generated in the macro lab as opposed to the micro lab and discarded inappropriately
into the environment as there were no special containers to store the waste chemicals.
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Quantities of solid wastes were precipitates from the stoichiometric activity which were not
dried and weighed, as they were accounted for as part of aqueous waste. Thus, the true solid waste
resulted from unreacted parts of the copper turnings, which were negligible.
Students’ opinions about the MCE were gathered from those who used them through a 10item closed and one-item open questionnaire. The analyzed mean responses to the 10 close-ended
items are presented as Table 5.
Table 5.1: Students’ opinions about the MCE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Students’ views on the MCE activities/approach (%)
Helps to unearth and correct wrong ideas
Activities enable the understanding of chemical principles
Exposure to better way of saving the environment
Opportunity to use simple materials in a safe environment
Equipment too tiny to see and read results clearly
Allows for increased skills acquisition, critical thinking, discussion &
reflection
Employs minimal resources that generate little waste
Interactive nature of MCE (collaboration)
Time saving; confident, faster way of interpreting results
Possibility of using MCE in Pre-tertiary schools without labs

Positive
88
76
80
86
51
84

Negative
12
24
21
14
49
16

75
77
63
83

25
23
37
17

From Table 5.1, we see the pattern of students’ impressions about their engagement with the
MCE and its activities.
The most common remarks from the open-ended questionnaire item were about the
flexibility offered by the MCE which motivated them to try out activities that they had not
understood in the past. Some of their statements were:
i.

The activities were fun and easy to understand after all, unlike before.
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We carried out the activity on common ion effect two times in my group because of
misunderstanding but we finished both activities in no time at all and we didn’t require much
chemicals after all.

iii.

The waste produced was very small, unlike the volumes we got from the regular activities.

iv.

Government must seriously supply schools with the MCE. It will facilitate practical work
and ground students in science.

v.

The schools without the ordinary laboratories will benefit a lot from the MCE. It is portable
and works like equipment in the real labs and also gives good results, but fast.
Students’ impressions about the regular macro labs are as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Students’ opinions about the Macro lab
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Students’ views on the Macro activities/approach (%)
Labs help to unearth and correct wrong ideas
Activities enable the understanding of chemical principles
Waste produced is too small to harm the environment
Opportunity to acquire skills in a safe environment
Activities are simple, safe, and interactive
Concepts understood through directed discussion & reflection
Employs minimal quantities of resources
Use of small-sized equipment could hasten activities
Activities are often completed on time
Possibility of using small-sized equipment in Pre-tertiary schools that
have no laboratories

Positive
63
70
37
44
50
65
38
55
45
72

Negative
37
30
63
56
50
35
62
45
55
28

From Table 5.2, participants alluded that lab practice enabled them to understand concepts,
especially if they were directed. The students were divided over the simplicity, safety and interactive
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nature of the macro (regular) activities as observed in item 5. They, however, overwhelmingly (72%)
agreed that there was the possibility of using micro equipment in schools that had no laboratories.
This latter view on the use of micro labs could be inferred from their responses in item 4, where they
did not feel safe (56%) during lab practice with standard equipment.
From the open-ended items they indicated that macro labs were often entailing and took up
their report writing sessions, such that they could not complete reports on time. In other words,
macro labs were time consuming. Therefore, although they had not practiced working on small scale,
they saw a possibility completing their lab sessions on time and would not feel threatened by large
explosions during practice, if mini versions of activities were introduced.

DISCUSSIONS
Hands-on activities have been known to enhance students’ understanding of theoretical
chemical principles [6, 3]. In this study, the entry level of 115 undergraduate students were compared
with their post-test scores in the concepts of periodicity and chemical stoichiometry. Their preassessment concept test analysis (Table 1) showed that there was no significant difference in
performance of students, meaning that their entry points at the time of the research were at par.
However, results from classroom (post-test) and laboratory performances indicated that students in
the micro lab group performed significantly better than those in the conventional lab group. Interrater observation of students at work showed that those in the micro lab worked with as little
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distraction with the equipment (MCE) as possible. They appeared to collaborate with each other,
worked confidently and completed activities in time, unlike the students in the control group who
used conventional standard-size equipment. They demonstrated high critical thinking, deductive,
interpretive, predictive and time management skills with confidence. The conventional group did
not exhibit the same degree of confidence and sometimes could not complete their lab reports on
time. In the lab on stoichiometry, they had to work on their data and complete their lab reports at
home as they could not complete their reports within the given lab session.
An interpretive study of lab reports revealed that the micro lab group presented more logical
and scientific answers than their conventional group colleagues. Some of the scientific answers given
by the micro group in their concept assessment test were:


The color differences observed in the gaseous mixture at high and low temperature is due to
the production of nitrogen dioxide and dinitrogen tetroxide. They explained that temperature
affects the equilibrium NO2(g) and N2O4(g) so that at higher temperatures the concentration
of NO2(g) was higher and was therefore the higher energy molecule.



Doubling volumes of reactants do not affect mole ratio since fixed proportions come together
to react each time. Change in volume does not change the reacting ratios.



A precipitate can form only when the concentration of the common is high.
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Increasing the number of spatulas of Na2SO3 would increase the production of SO2(g).
Acidification of systems is not uniform in the environment because Wells closest to the
source of SO2(g) were more acidified.



If CaO is added to the Na2SO4, the water that should have absorbed SO2(g) will not be
acidified because CaO will absorb the SO2(g) that is produced, according to the reaction
equation. Therefore, acidification varies with conditions.
Participants in the micro group were able to distinguish between higher energy molecules

and tell the direction of exothermic reaction according to Le Chatelier’s principle in Lab 1, which
most students in the macro lab could not. In Lab 2, micro lab students could explain that which
caused precipitates to form as well as the changes in heights of the formed precipitates. Although
the macro group attempted logical explanations their statements were not as apt, logical, and
scientific-based as those in the MCE lab. A similar observation was made in the other lab reports
that they submitted. A couple of their answers were:


Increasing concentration or volume of reactants could affect mole ratio.



Common ion effect is when some ions are the same.
However, in the micro lab, ‘common ion effect’ was explained more elaborately. One

explanation was:
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When two or more different ions in solution are in equilibrium with a solid, the equilibrium
can be disturbed by extra ions, heat or pressure. If another substance is added it will form
ions, and if one is the same as ions present in solution, then it is common to the two
substances. If the concentration of the common ion is high, then solid will precipitate.
(Examples were given in this instance.)
From observation, it was obvious that the micro lab group had adequate time to carry out

their activities in several dimensions and more than a couple of times. It was observed that a few
students in the macro lab group did not want to carry out the activity between copper and nitric acid.
A comment that was captured in the supporting field book was, ‘There could be an explosion to hurt
us. HNO3 is dangerous strong acid’. They were encouraged to do so, though reluctantly. This fear
and reluctance were not observed among the micro lab group. The perceived diffidence was observed
by Kennepohl [3] in a similar study. He noted that some students were intimidated when working in
a formal laboratory environment because of the presence of specialized equipment, procedures and
particular hazards which pose barriers to ‘free’ learning. He further observed that increased student
freedom with home laboratories and individual choice of activity motivated learning.
From Tables 2 and 3, cost and quantity analysis showed that using the micro chemistry
equipment could save money for institutional and national development (on a larger scale) in health,
housing, food supply, clean water, affordable energy and industrial growth. Such accelerated
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development would subsequently (long term) eradicate poverty, create well-being in body and mind
and lead to the achievement of the sustainable development goals targeted for the year 2030 [15,
16]. These sustainable development goals will not be elaborated upon as they are not part of the
current study.
From Table 2, the difference in chemical expenditure alone between the simple macro and
micro activities is quite enormous- €53.97 or $63.50. It must be noted that the multifunctional
comboplate in the microscience kit has both big and small wells which serve for different purposes
such as conical flasks, beakers and test tubes. Thus, the possession of one microkit with such multipurposes means that the purchase of different vessels for activities such as titration and basic
qualitative analysis, would not be necessary; save in budgets could be higher than has been shown
in Table 2 if cost of equipment were considered.
The cost of work and storage space, lighting, and all other fittings have not been considered
in this study for the use of macro equipment in conventional laboratories. Yet, as discussed earlier,
a surplus amount of €53.97 ($63.50) in favor of the micro science equipment was obtained. Micro
science equipment is easily used in classrooms and do not require laboratory fixtures or rooms. Thus,
a true analysis and extrapolation of the differences for four more activities within a term or semester
program could run into a profit of several hundreds of dollars for other developments if micro scale
science is adopted. In addition, challenges with waste management and the attendant negative impact
on the environment would be reduced. From Table 4, it was observed that the macro group produced
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eight and half (8½) times more chemical waste than the micro group. This could be harmful to both
the individuals who generated the waste, those within the vicinity on campus, and the entire
environment.
Besides reduction in budget, the micro equipment proved to be useful in motivating students
to engage in meaningful chemistry activities as observed in other studies [9, 22]. Experiments which
could otherwise not have been performed in conventional school laboratories for various reasons
were performed on micro-scale. Like Hanson [21], Mafumiko [2] and Bradley’s [10] studies
identified, it was found in this current study that students showed positive attitudes towards learning
chemistry through safe learning environments. They were observed to work with greater ease,
precision, confidence, and flexibility as they constructed their own ideas. Students’ responses from
the questionnaire (Table 5) revealed that the MCE was versatile, easy to use, robust, breakage-free,
and interactive (play-like). It enhanced their predictive, measurement, analysis and reflective skills.
They felt at ease in trying out other ideas (extending learning) without fear of getting hurt. They
added that, because they had shorter reaction times as a result of reduced quantities of chemicals,
their results were obtained quickly and so they had adequate time for reflection and discussions. This
collaboration, they said, helped them to understand the scientific concepts better. They further added
that if they had their own personal kits, they could try out simple verification activities with basic
home chemicals. Similar observations were made by other researchers who used small scale and
green chemistry in their institutions and for teachers at in-service workshops [25, 4, 26].
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Participants in the macro or control group did not appear to find the labs to be as exciting as
those in the micro lab, though their performance increased a little higher than their entry point; as
expected when new knowledge is acquired. They expressed diffidence in handling of chemicals in
large quantities and preferred working with smaller quantities if results could be observed and
obtained as with the macro quantities they work with.
In other studies, participants reported that the fear, diffidence, and dullness associated with
the traditional macro activities were reduced with the use of micro equipment [4, 3]. They also
commented on the environmentally friendly nature of the MCE. These global observations with the
use of MCE buttress the fact that its adoption could enhance the study of chemistry. The reduced
chemical use would result in less generation of chemical waste which could impact less negatively
on the environment [11, 14, 13]. The adoption of the MCE activities would put less pressure on
school budgets, require minimal use of resources, and can help reduce levels of pollution [12].
Indeed, the scope and practice of micro chemistry go beyond apprehensions over hazardous
experiments and costs. It reduces the generation of waste in such a manner that leads to sustainability
and the improvement of quality of life, especially in the chemical working environment.
Furthermore, though not assessed in this research, micro chemistry activities could reduce reliance
on fume chambers. This could result in an improvement of students’ perceptions about chemistry,
which could be further analyzed.
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Findings from this study explicitly highlight some identified principles of microchemistry
activities which are:
i.

Reduction in chemical waste generation

ii.

Less use of chemicals

iii.

Inherently safer activities

iv.

Shorter time-scale activities

v.

Minimum use of energy

vi.

Development of newer and expedient methodologies

vii.

Linkage with green or sustainable chemistry concepts

viii.

Avoidance of unsafe and time-wasting activities

ix.

Improvement of perceptions of chemistry

CONCLUSIONS
This study looked at how the use of micro kits in the study of chemistry to scale down macro
(standard) chemistry activities could impact on students’ understanding of concepts, an institution’s
finances and the environment. The MCE activities provides pre-emptive avenue for sustainable
chemistry studies. Other findings that emerged indicated that the use of micro chemistry kits could
be feasible for the Ghanaian economy and other middle-income and low-income economies, as
found from literature [25, 1, 2, 8, 4]. They are safe, portable, easy to use and inexpensive to maintain.
The independence and freedom that the MCE offers is vital to the success of student learning as the
questionnaire (survey) and actual student performance indicate. This would ensure that meaningful
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science education with its bountiful benefits reach all by the year 2030 [16]. This assertion is
confirmed by Bradley’s [10] findings that proved that the pedagogical reasons for promoting lowcost equipment to provide simplified, relevant, safe and attractive experiences as well as to overcome
psychological basis [3] to using standard equipment when necessary was a fact.
The adoption of these micro, yet robust, and multipurpose equipment would be a potential
powerful tool to change the face of chemistry education, help students to build their own chemical
concepts, develop useful learning skills and communicate logically. Well-designed activities that
carry the potential of alleviating misconceptions through confirmatory or inquiry approach labs
would ensure conceptual understanding of chemical principles. Furthermore, the MCE could help to
save on chemical and equipment cost, ensure shorter reaction times, reduce reliance on sophisticated
ventilation systems, smaller storage space, reduce wastes, and create a safe, healthy, interactive and
friendly environment for all. The analysis of budget lines for four activities indicated that ‘doing
science’ with micro chemistry equipment could save cost and help students to develop positive
attitudes as well as gain new knowledge on environmental sustenance.

IMPLICATIONS
Implementation of micro-scale chemistry activities and its linkage with environmental
sustainability could be expanded through teacher training and in-service programs. This implies that
the pedagogy and philosophy behind sustainability must be necessary topics in teacher-training
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curricula. Chemistry teacher education should be a channel to allow students to actively learn how
to shape their society in a positive and sustainable manner, besides cognitive gains and improved
performance.
Contribution of this paper to literature


This study contributes to literature, the importance of adoption of micro labs through the use
of micro chemistry equipment, especially in resource constrained communities (like Africa)
to ensure that scare resources suffice for maximum concept-based experiments in a safe and
congenial environment.



It also provides a novel way of connecting how cognition, sustainability and prudent use of
funds could all be achieved through the use of micro equipment in four labs.



Furthermore, it contributes to literature by advancing the importance of effective teaching,
lab safety, reduction in science budgets, and how they interconnect to ensure cognition.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Time spent in doing activities and amounts of waste produced in macro and micro labs could
be assessed in follow-up activities, in order to buttress the usefulness of micro-scale activities or
otherwise as against the traditional macro activities. The MCE approach and other risk-free active
learning environments should be provided for students to help them to develop strategies for
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conceptual change. Incorporation of green science could transform classroom teaching and learning
to reflect on the promotion of values, attitudes and knowledge.

LIMITATIONS
This study was carried out among only one-year group in one full semester. It would be
useful to try it out among other year groups and different aspects of chemistry to be able to draw a
more definite conclusion on how MCE could save institutions a lot of cost on science education,
equip students with the needed cognitive skills, and develop the needed awareness and skills in
practical activities.
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Appendix A: Sample of concept assessment test
1.
How would you explain Le Chatelier’s principle, using the dissolution of salt in water at
varying temperatures?
2.
A precipitate form as soon as two clear-looking aqueous solutions are put together in a test
tube. What could be the reason for the formation of a precipitate?
3.
How can a sulphur-producing plant affect three rivers in your locality that are three meters
away from each other?
4.
The concentration of two reacting chemicals, Pb(NO3)2(aq) and NaI (aq) were increased from
0.02M to 0.10M and from 10cm3 to 15cm3 each. How would these changes affect their mole ratios?
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5.
What could be the reason for a given substance in a container presenting a certain color in
cold surroundings and changing to a different color when temperature is increased, and then changes
back to the original color in the cold once temperature is reduced?
6.
Explain whether acidification of River Muni from the Bonsa tyre factory fume (pollutants)
would show the same pH throughout its length and breadth.

Appendix B1: Students’ questionnaire sheet on microscale activities
This evaluation sheet is to assess your candid opinions about the micro-scale equipment. Do
not write your name or identity. Opinions will be treated as confidential.
Ratings for choices are interpreted as: SD= Strongly negative (1pt) D = Negative (2pts) N = Not sure
(3pts) A = Positive (4pts) SA = Highly positive (5pts). Answer Q11 also.
1
2
SD D

3
N

4
A

5
SA

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lab activities unearth my naïve ideas
The MCE is helpful in understanding concepts
The MCE produces minimal chemical waste
The MCE gives opportunity to acquire skills and act
like a scientist
5. The MCE is like any other lab equipment and not
extraordinarily helpful; too tiny to see results well
6. Concepts were understood through discussion,
repeated activities and directed reflection
7. Minimal resources are employed
8. The MCE is quite interactive
9. MCE makes me finish my activities on time
10. Possibility of use of MCE at Pre-tertiary levels
11. What are your general impressions about the Micro labs?
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Appendix B2: Students’ questionnaire sheet on standard activities
This evaluation sheet is to assess your candid opinions about standard labs. Do not write your
name (identity) for confidentiality. Ratings for choices are: SD= Strongly negative (1pt) Negative =
(2pts) N = Not sure (3pts) Positive = (4pts) SA = Highly positive (5pts). Q11 and 12 require your
candid impressions.
1
2
SD D

3
N

4
A

5
SA

1.
2.
3.

Lab activities unearth my naïve ideas
Labs are helpful in understanding concepts
Lab activities produce minimal chemical waste and
not harmful
4. Lab activities provide opportunities to acquire skills
and act like scientists
5. The labs were interactive
6. Concepts were understood through discussion,
repeated activities and directed reflection
7. Confidence gained through activities /results
8. Use of smaller equipment that require small quantities
of chemicals would hasten activities (results)
9. Activities are always completed on time
10. Possibility of using small-sized equipment in schools

Open questions:
11. What do you think about performing activities on microscale always, if possible?
12. What benefits could be gained from scaling down activities to observable ranges?
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Appendix C: Price list for Chemicals and equipment (in Euros)
Name of chemical
Quantity
Stock price
Quantities (Tables 2 & 3)
Hydrochloric acid
1L
€19.60
Nitric acid
1L
€20.50
Sodium iodide
100g
€69.93
Sodium sulphite
250g
€116.00
Sodium chloride
1000g
€38.30
Copper turnings
250g
€34.85
Lead nitrate
1000g
€93.60
Micro science kit
Basic
€ 8.00
Test tube (Pyrex)
18mm x 150mm
€1.02
Beaker (Pyrex)
250mL size
€5.91
Beaker (Pyrex)
50mL
€3.00
(All quotations from sigmaaldrich.com, 2020 & www.fishersci.com, 2020)
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ABSTRACT
This review report looks at the possibilities of using the existing online resources for teaching
exclusively chemistry experiments virtually. In the lockdown due to the coronavirus pandemic,
access to the laboratories in the academic institutions are restricted. E-learning of theoretical courses
are in line since April 2020 after lockdown. Unfortunately, students doing science, engineering and
technology courses including chemical sciences are missing the learning of practical chemistry due
to the restriction of access to the labs. Only very few virtual chemistry labs, web resources,
simulation platforms are available freely for teaching and learning chemistry practicals. In order to
create a one-point reference material for teaching chemistry experiments, freely accessible web
resources are consolidated, reviewed and introduced to the readers. The web resources discussed in
the article would help the teachers to teach exclusively the chemistry experiments and instruments
remotely through virtual platforms. [African Journal of Chemical Education—AJCE 12(1), January
2022]
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INTRODUCTION
It is realized worldwide that the virtual teaching is the only way for the students and teachers
to continue the knowledge transfer process remotely during the lockdown period due to the COVID19 pandemic. The teaching industry stumbled during the initial weeks of lockdown, March 2020.
Although, the academic institutions and students, worldwide are not prepared for e-learning, the
teaching-learning process was virtually initiated [1] during April 2020. Fortunately, the “emergency
remote teaching-learning process” has become immediately feasible due to the adequate selfestablishment of ICT facilities (laptop, mobile phone, internet) at individual level. With the available
ICT facilities, the school teachers, university and college professors, and instructors of research
institutions were able to teach to the students effectively through virtual platforms.
But online teaching has become feasible only for theoretical courses and subjects.
Unfortunately, in the case of experimental courses, the teachers and instructors are unable to
demonstrate the experiments due to the constraints of accessing laboratories physically during
lockdown and lack of adequate virtual labs to teach practical sessions through e-learning tools.
Chemistry, in general has to be taught and learned through demonstrations, hands-on
experiments, estimations, and measurements. Familiarization, learning and doing experiments are
essential to enhance chemistry literacy of the students studying chemical sciences. Because, students
acquire conceptual understanding on the subject while testing the materials, observing the reactions,
measuring the chemical properties, utilizing laboratory instruments, glass wares, apparatus and
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estimating the relevant attributes. Moreover, the students would gain experience on material safety,
chemical hazardous, chemical handling, risk factors and laboratory safety only while carrying out
experiments in the chemistry labs.

Significance of chemistry laboratories in any chemistry course
Certainly, any chemistry course is a practical subject and hence the chemistry laboratories
serve the learners to attain the overall objectives of the course. Laboratory skills of a chemistry
student makes him/her placement worthy, chemistry literacy attained through experimental skills
gives confidence to the student to work systematically and function independently in their future
projects [2].

Purpose and need of the review
We know that conducting a laboratory experiment in a virtual environment would not be
effective and won’t help the teacher for complete knowledge transfer. In specific, chemistry
laboratory experiments involve observations while weighing, burning, heating, dissolving, filtration,
drying and also the risk factors while handling chemicals. The experience obtained through the real
experimentation in laboratories could not be replaced by the virtual learning process. However,
virtual labs available on the world wide web helps the teachers to give input to the students on the
experimental concepts to some extent in the disrupted time like lockdown.
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Different resources (websites) for learning chemistry experiments are existing in the world
wide web. But the resources are scattered and identifying the relevant resource through google search
would be time consuming for the teachers and students. Hence, with the objective of filling the gap
in identification of suitable resource, this review systematically consolidates the online resources;
websites, databases, servers that are suitable for teaching chemistry experiments virtually.

CHEMISTRY LAB CURRICULUM WORLDWIDE AND THE EXISTING ONLINE
RESOURCES
The lab curriculum (syllabus, list of experiments) for chemistry practicals taught worldwide
in the high school to graduate level could be generally classified as qualitative inorganic analysis,
qualitative organic analysis and synthesis, quantitative analysis, titrations, physical chemistry
experiments and spectroscopy. Hence, web resources that are useful for conducting chemistry
experiments for free of cost (completely or partially or free for certain period of time) were identified
and listed under the following four categories,
(i)

General, Analytical and Inorganic Chemistry Experiments

(ii)

Organic Reactions & Kinetics Experiments

(iii)

Physical Chemistry Experiments

(iv)

Quantum Chemistry Experiments
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Hundreds of web sources are available in the worldwide web for teaching and learning
theoretical chemistry concepts, however, very few web resources are useful for teaching chemistry
experiments virtually through remote access and to reach the students through e-learning platforms.
Web resource which fulfils any one of the following criteria has been identified as suitable
tool for teaching chemistry experiments, listed, introduced to the readers and its unique features are
highlighted in Table 1.
Criteria (i): web resource that is useful for performing chemistry experiments,
Criteria (ii): web resource in which user can do simulation/animation to understand chemistry
concepts and to quantify (calculate) chemical attributes.
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Table 1. Descriptions of online resources for teaching chemistry experiments
Website name
General, Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry Experiments

URL

ACS virtual chemistry simulations

https://www.acs.org

RSC practical resources

https://edu.rsc.org/resources/practical

Virtual labs

https://www.vlab.co.in

Olabs

http://www.olabs.edu.in/

ChemCollective

http://www.chemcollective.org/

Virtual chemistry laboratory

https://chemistry.dortikum.net/en/home/

Virtlab

http://www.virtlab.com/main.aspx

Virtual chemistry experiments

https://chm.davidson.edu/vce/

Description
Chemistry simulation portal
Perform experiments
Chemistry experiments portal
Tutorials and handouts
Experiments on basic chemistry
Perform experiments
Learning lab experiments
Perform experiments
Perform experiments
MCQ concept test
Self-test facilities
Interactive lab exercises
Perform experiments
Hands-on demonstrations
Interactive tutorials
Simulative animations

Organic Reactions & Kinetics Experiments
Virtual Chemistry

http://www.chem.ox.ac.uk/vrchemistry/

OrganicERs

https://www.organicers.org/

ChemReaX
goREACT
ChemSims

http://www.sciencebysimulation.com/chemreax.a
spx
https://www.msichicago.org/science-athome/games/goreact/
http://chemsims.com/

Interactive periodic table
Reaction mechanisms, Quiz
Organic synthesis and reactions
Simulate reactions
Reactions using 1200+ species
80 pre-defined reactions
Design reactions
Simulate reactions
Learning rate of reaction
Simulations for kinetics

Physical Chemistry Experiments
GasSim

http://www.sciencebysimulation.com/gassim.aspx

Molecular workbench

http://mw.concord.org

Simulating gas law
Database of 76 gases
Molecular simulation
Molecular dynamics

Quantum Chemistry Experiments
PhET Interactive Simulations

https://phet.colorado.edu/

QuVis

https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/physics/quvis/

Simulations on quantum chemistry
Language options
Simulations for teaching quantum
mechanics concepts
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Skills, familiarization and transformation
The immediate temporary closure of educational institutions left the students, teachers and
instructors with no time to plan, prepare and acquire required skills for teaching experiments online.
In order to initiate and carryover the e-teaching, teachers should acquire skills in working with the
existing virtual labs and familiarize with the simulators for a transformation.

Challenges
Teaching and learning experiments online certainly requires desktop/laptop with a high speed
internet connectivity. Smartphones/tablets are not suitable for running simulations and experiments.
In India only 54.4% of population have access to internet and this clearly reflects the challenge in
reaching students through online.

Features of online resources for chemistry experiments
Access to the instruments, equipment, apparatus and glassware makes the laboratories a nonreplaceable component of a course. Online resources are designed with the animation of instruments
and apparatus are significant rather than resources with the software in which chemical parameters
can be simulated. Hence, few web resources that are designed exclusively with the animations of
instruments, spectrometers and equipment are demonstrated with a brief discussion in the following
sections.
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http://mfs-iiith.vlabs.ac.in/ - The Ministry of Human Resource and Development,
Government of India has developed Virtual Labs for various science and engineering disciplines
under the National Mission on Education through ICT. The chemical science portal of this virtual
lab consists of simulators and animation for various spectrometers such as absorption spectroscopy,
fluorescence spectroscopy, and circular dichroism spectroscopy. The instructors can teach the
experiments and students can perform experiments through the user-friendly multimedia animations.
Every spectroscopic technique is accompanied by different experiments and the relevant procedure.
A step by step instruction manual guides the user for a systematic learning of experiments. Screen
shot of the home screen of fluorescence spectroscopy lab and the simulator is shown in Fig. 1a and
Fig. 1b respectively.

Fig. 1a: Home screen of fluorescence spectroscopy lab of http://mfs-iiith.vlabs.ac.in/
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Fig. 1b: Screen shot of the simulator for fluorescence measurement inhttp://mfs-iiith.vlabs.ac.in/

http://www.olabs.edu.in/-The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology,
Government of India has developed online labs (OLABS) for science subjects. The chemistry portal
consists of experiments on inorganic, organic and physical chemistry. Registered users can freely
access the reading materials, video demonstrations, perform experiments through simulators, test the
understanding by making attempt to the quizzes. Uploaded videos tutorials captured in the real labs
assist the students for a guided learning. Animated instructions guide the learners for running the
simulations. Screenshot of the quantitative estimation simulator is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Screenshot of the quantitative estimation simulation in http://www.olabs.edu.in/

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The existing virtual chemistry labs and online instrument animation resources are designed
with the objective of “learning by doing”. Virtual labs render free learning environment to the
students to handle the animated instruments, vary the input values, simulate the experiments any
number of times without any risk. Hence, the web-based chemistry labs and instrumentation labs,
simulators can be used effectively to teach experiments virtually through remote access. Although,
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the virtual labs cannot become the substitute with equal potential as hands-on labs, teaching
instruments and experiments through online labs during this indefinite lockdown would help to
increase student chemistry literacy [3].
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides insight into the perception of those teaching and learning
organic chemistry topics; it compares the learners’ own perception of organic
chemistry topics with teachers’ perception of the same organic chemistry topics.
[African Journal of Chemical Education—AJCE 12(1), January 2022]
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INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of any course, students start their study with a set of beliefs about the nature
of learning and what they intend to achieve [1]. These beliefs are derived from earlier school and
learning experiences as well as their current goals and motives [2].
Organic chemistry is perceived by students as a difficult subject [3,4,5,6,7,8]. In his early
study, Johnstone [9] reported that the problem areas in the chemistry from the pupils’ point of view
persisted well into university education, one of the most difficult being organic chemistry. Fenham
& George [10] investigated problems arising from the learning of organic chemistry. As a follow up
while [11] indicated that students had little conceptual understanding of functional groups and their
role.
Part of the chemistry course that pre-degree and first year students take is organic chemistry.
This is the chemistry of hydrocarbons. This aspect of chemistry is relevant in the understanding of
what biochemistry, pharmacy, medical students, engineering and technology students study [12].
This is because of the nature of organic reactions centred around functional groups. So much
emphases have been placed on how students learn physical and inorganic chemistry without
equivalent consideration for organic chemistry.
Organic chemistry is full of reactions which the students must learn and understand in order
to understand some aspects of nature. Yet students are so scared to learn organic chemistry. Just like
the previous studies examined students’ perception about topics in physical and inorganic chemistry,
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there is also the need to study how students perceive topics in organic chemistry. This is necessary
because through the findings of this study, we may have started gaining insight into some of the
reasons why students have this phobia for organic chemistry.
In trying to examine the perception of students in any discipline, their teachers are considered
alongside. This is so because researchers have pointed to the teachers as being part of the problem
of the students [13] [14] [15].
Treagust, Duit & Nieswandt [16] stated that more research is necessary to better understand
the learning difficulties in the major chemistry topics with a more diverse range of setting as well as
in additional topics such as organic chemistry.
According to [3] chemistry lecturers, have given the following reasons for students’
underperformance in organic chemistry at the undergraduate level, namely;


poor background of organic chemistry from the pre-university level;



students find organic chemistry concepts very complicated;



students do not want to put effort themselves rather believe in spoon feeding by their
lecturers;



time constraint as the student have a heavy load of work;



lack of active study, students do not practice by writing to learn and understand



large intake of students that results in crowded lecturer halls;
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the students tend to memorize rather than understand the concept and therefore fail to apply
it in new situations.
Many educational theorists [17, 18, 19] have emphasised the importance of the affective

domain in underpinning meaningful learning. The affective domain includes the learners’ feelings,
motivation and attitudes [20] Novak’s theory of education defines meaningful learning as the
constructive integration of thinking, feeling, and acting [19] In this way, meaningful learning
requires the integration of cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning [21].
O’Dwyer and Childs [5] have pointed out that research in chemical education has focussed
on identifying learners’ conceptions and experiences of learning. While less research as focussed on
the teachers’ perceptions of their learners’ experiences [22], there is limited specific Chemistry
Educational Research (CER) investigating the intricate connexion between teachers’ and learners’
perspectives of organic chemistry (OC).
This paper therefore provides insight into the perception of those teaching and learning
organic chemistry topics it compares the learners’ own perception of organic chemistry topics with
teachers’ perception of the same organic chemistry topics. The following questions are addressed
from the perception of both those teaching and those learning select organic chemistry topics.
1. What is the perception of the students about the difficulty of learning organic chemistry
topics?
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2. What is the teachers’ perception about the difficulty their students have with learning organic
chemistry?
METHODOLOGY
The study targeted first year students in the university who are studying chemistry as a major
course. The students numbered 105 and their teachers 8 from an urban university located in Rivers
State of Nigeria. The students involved in this study passed from Senior Secondary Year 3 (SS3) to
first year in the university and clearly indicated in their Joint Admission & Matriculation Board
(JAMB) forms that they were interested in studying chemistry as a course. The age range of the
students was 16 to 18 years. The mean age was 16.2 years with standard deviation (SD) of 1.43
years. Eight teachers (lecturers) of the students took this basic course in the Department of Chemistry
of the university.
Instrument
The instrument used in the study is a Perception Rating Questionnaire (PRQ) made up of
twenty-two (22) topics in organic chemistry. The students and their teachers were required to
indicate against each topic how they perceived the topic. For the students;
(i)

Is the topic very difficult to learn? (VDL)

(ii)

Is the topic difficult to learn? (DL)

(iii)

I am not sure I can learn this topic (I cannot say), so I am undecided (U)
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(iv)

Is the topic easy to learn? (EL)

(v)

Is the topic very easy to learn? (VEL)
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This rating scale was adopted from previous studies investigating learners’ difficulty in
Chemistry in UK [23] [24] and in Ireland [25].
The teachers (lecturers) were to indicate against each topic how their students learnt the
topics according to the rating scale for the students. The topics were from the scheme of work of
the students for a course in chemistry, specifically, dealing with organic chemistry. As at the time of
carrying out this study the students had just concluded studying the course and had not been
examined. This is the reason why the achievement or performance of the students was not the central
issue of the study. What the issue was how the students were studying the various aspects of the
course and the process of lesson delivery (as carried out by the lecturers of the students).

ANALYSES OF DATA AND FINDINGS

The rating scale of the questionnaire was trichotomised by merging very
difficult to learn (VDL) with difficult to learn (DL). Easy to learn (EL) was merged
with very easy to learn (VEL). Undecided (U) was left alone. Frequency distribution
of the students’ and teachers’ responses was centered on VDL, U, and VEL. Difficulty
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index in the form of facility index (FI) was calculated for each topic for the learners
and teachers by applying the formula
FI =

𝑉𝐷𝐿+𝐷𝐿
𝑉𝐷𝐿+𝐷𝐿+ 𝑈+ 𝐸𝐿+𝑉𝐸𝐿

𝑥

100
1

%

The result of the calculation for each topic is shown on table 1. Graphs of
facility indices with the topics for the learners and the teachers were plotted. This is
shown on Fig. 1.
Table 1: Facility Indices of Teachers’ and Students’ responses to difficulty of topics
in organic chemistry (students, N = 105, Teachers, N = 8)
S/No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Topics
Classification and nomenclature of organic compounds
Separation and purification
Homologous series
Isomerism
Sources and properties of alkanes
Uses of alkanes
Petroleum
Sources and properties of Alkenes
Laboratory Detection of Alkynes
Structure and properties of benzene
Chemical properties of benzene
Sources, nomenclature and structure of alkanols
Classification of alkanols
Physical properties of alkanols
Laboratory test for alkanols
Uses and properties of alkanoic acid
Physical properties of esters
Chemical properties of esters
Fats and oils as esters
Sources, nomenclature and structure of esters
Sources, physical and chemical properties of fats and oil
Soapy and soapless detergents
Mean 𝑥̅

Students
6.67%
13.33
7.62
9.52
8.57
4.76
10.47
9.52
20.00
21.90
14.28
11.42
11.42
17.14
13.33
15.23
16.19
13.33
17.14
13.33
13.33
18.57
13.63

Teachers
0.95%
25.00
0.00
0.95
0.95
0.00
0.95
0.93
1.90
1.90
0.00
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
2.85
2.85
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
2.60
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Overall findings of the study revealed that more than 20% of the students indicated that topic
numbers 9 & 10 were difficult to understand. These are the topics dealing with laboratory detection
of alkynes and structure and properties of benzene Remarkably 25% of the teachers noted that topic
2 (separation and purification of organic compounds) was difficult to understand for the students. In
topics 3, 6, 11, teachers indicated no difficulty to the students to learn. These topics are related to
homologous series, uses of alkanes and chemical properties of benzene.
Fig. 1 (plot of facility indices and topics) showed a total disagreement between the students
and their chemistry teachers. While the students expressed difficulty in learning organic chemistry
concepts and principles teachers perceived the topics not two difficult for the students. Remarkably
25% of the chemistry teachers perceived separation and purification of organic compounds difficult
(topic 2), while about 10% of the students perceived the topic difficult to learn (fig 1) this was
observed in the study of Davis (nd) with Ghanaian Senior Secondary Students.

DISCUSSION
An adage of Ogba culture in Rivers State of Nigeria has it that “the eye knows the quantity
of food that will satisfy the stomach”. It implies that the eye works with the memory of the individual.
It follows that the memory can assimilate and accommodate what the eye is seeing. For a learner,
he/she has to create a space to learn new thing by the eyes sending information to the memory. The
study has revealed the topics in organic chemistry that the students express difficulty in learning. To
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be specific over 20% of the students indicated that such topics as laboratory detection of alkynes,
structure and properties of benzene posed difficulty to learn to the students. It will not be enough to
merely consider the topics the way they are. It is important to ask; what makes the topics difficult to
learn for the students? The content and structure are two important factors that are likely to contribute
to the phobia of the students in learning. How do the students chunk these topics to make it easy for
them to learn? The teacher seems to be teaching their topics without the students learning. The
teacher has the required chunking that makes his strategy to learn the topics definite and so does not
experience difficulty (see Table 1 and Fig 1). The teacher does not seem to have successfully
extended this strategy to the students and so they (students) experience difficulty where the teachers
do not experience difficulty.
Organic chemistry can appear unattractive to some students at first glance. The terminology
it uses can make some see it as a difficult section of chemistry to understand. Fears of the subject
area can then be compounded by the complexity of some organic compounds.
Organic chemistry concepts are interrelated. At the level the students were, they should have
the sufficient pre-requisite knowledge to tackle any aspect of organic chemistry. The students simply
see some organic chemistry topics as difficult. The teachers as masters do not reasons along with the
students. It was only in topic 2 – separation and purification that the teachers actually perceived the
difficulty of the students. This aspect of chemistry involves knowledge of chromatography and
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involves the use of spectrometer in case of determining the purity of organic substances. This could
be the source of difficulty of the students.
Generally, the students’ difficulty in other topics could be linked to the nature of organic
compounds, electric configuration of carbon and mechanistic approach by students. All these have
implications for learning organic chemistry concepts.
Students need to visualise organic chemistry compounds from 3D point which poses problem
so they resort to rote learning which is not meaningful and cannot be applied in novel situations. The
terminology we use can be a barrier to learning as students struggle with a whole new ‘language’ of
specific terms.
The teacher must do something to help the students. It is suggested that the teacher should
go back to his scheme of work and restructure it. This means that the teacher can consider reducing
the size of the topics without watering down content. The students can develop their chunks within
their memory capacity as “visualized” by their eyes. This is likely to remove the phobia of learning
organic chemistry concepts.
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